bird, his original memorandum, had become a phoenix -a firebird of skeptical scholarship reborn in the ashes of foundational censorship. It was a deeply impressive work. Its principal thesis, delivered by a reluctant but resolute scholar, was that the first amendment did not renounce, but rather received, the full common law of seditious libel. 6 A quarter of a century has elapsed since Legacy of Suppression first appeared. Its author thought it needed revision, and sixty percent of Emergence of a Free Press is apparently new material (p. vii). In the preface to Emergence, Levy explains that his earlier work may have been somewhat overstated, partly from unconscious "indignation at Hutchins and the Fund for attempting to suppress my work" (p. ix). Further, Professor Levy makes clear that some of the material provided by scholars who were disturbed by his earlier work has contributed to some rethinking on his own part.7 Emergence, then, is Legacy revised -the mature scholar's more reflective ruminations on the origins of the free speech and free press clauses.
How different is Emergence from Legacy? Not significantly in terms of substantive conclusions, despite the welcome addition of new material.8 Nor does Professor Levy say otherwise.9 Indeed, the single most critical conclusion that made Legacy dramatic and controversial in I960 is verbatim the same:
If ... a choice must be made between two propositions, first, that the [freedom of speech and press] clause substantially embodied the been misconstrued here, despite efforts in the course of this review to supply the reader with quotations and references. Given the circumstances, I think it of more than ordinary importance to encourage the reader to read the work under review rather than to trust substitute descriptions. 7 Legacy provoked a large number of reviews, many of which Levy cites in his preface to Emergence (p. xiv n.II).
For two of the most recent and critical reviews, see Anderson, The Origins of the Press Clause, 30 In addition to the reviews, a number of scholarly books exploring particular aspects of speech and press history have appeared since Legacy, and Levy acknowledges these works in Emergence. Among the best of these books is E. HUDON 8 Although I had read Legacy three times, I read Emergence with little sense that it differed from Legacy in anything but the elaborate footnotes responding to reviews and criticisms of the original work. Only on going back over Emergence carefully could I see how sixty percent might be new. The figure is doubtless accurate, and I have no interest in suggesting otherwise. MN, point is that the main conclusions and general development are so similar to the original as to encourage the illusion that Emergence is a nearly identical work.
9 "My principal thesis remains unchanged" (p. xii).
Blackstonian definition and left the law of seditious libel in force, or second, that it repudiated Blackstone and superseded the common law, the evidence points strongly in support of the former proposition.
(P. 28I).
On this central point, Levy has expanded the new edition principally to restate the original material, to enlarge upon it, and to defend it against its critics. The author has essentially not budged on the principal question. The primary change (which figures prominently in the retitling of the book) is a factual concession, which has little effect on Levy's main thesis. Levy acknowledges that, given his description of the prevailing state of the law, the original work may have implied that the early press in America was an intimidated and cowed collection of ineffective newspapers. He is now at pains to correct that misimpression. Despite the received law of seditious libel, Levy notes, a robust and vituperative press thrived. Further research into the early history of newspapers in America confirmed that prosecutions of the press, although not infrequent, scarcely affected the onrush of derogatory newsprint. Indeed, he acknowledges, a fractious American press developed as an influential fourth estate much earlier than one might have supposed -but it did so within the context of "a system characterized by legal fetters and the absence of a theory of political expression that justified those press practices" (p. xvii). Early press practices, Levy insists, thus had no immediate impact upon the substantive law. Rather, it is Levy's point that such practices left the law substantially unaffected. Exactly as John Stuart Mill observed of English law in I858, the early American law remained servile to the rationale of state interest and thus remained available to governmental officials whenever the right occasion might demand. 10 The second notable modification from the original edition concerns the influence of the strict Blackstonian view of the free press on American common law practice and the first amendment. Blackstone's belief, one will recall, was that "the freedom of the press" consisted solely in exemption from licensing and some other forms of prior restraint. This view offered the press no shelter from subsequent criminal accountability for "mischievous" or "offensive" utterances or for statements "of a pernicious tendency," distressing to "government and religion, the only solid foundations of civil liberty."11 Under this view, Parliament's decision of I694 not to renew the infamous press licensing regime against which John Milton had inveighed a halfcentury earlierl2 marked the sole, allegedly ample boundary of protection for a free press. Consistent with that position, four varieties of criminal libel were fully punishable in the common law courts: blasphemous, obscene, private, and seditious libel. In Emergence, Levy retreats somewhat from the stringency of his previous judgment that the framers adopted the Blackstonian view whole. Although he continues to maintain that the framers assumed that seditious libelthe most threatening of the common law forms -would survive the first amendment, he now suggests that some of the worst common law features of this kind of libel had already been partly discredited (pp. ix-xi ).
At common law, prosecutions for seditious libel initially inhered in virtually any act that might estrange the people from their government -including accusations of governmental wrongdoing or corruption. Most important, the truth of the statements critical of the government was no defense. Indeed, at one point the Star Chamber went so far as to suggest that truth might be an aggravating factor of the crime, because a true statement regarding governmental misconduct might well pose more of a danger than an easily rebuttable false one. Additionally, even after the inquisitorial Star Chamber was abolished in I642 and the common law courts took up an expanded jurisdiction over seditious libel prosecutions,13 the role of the jury in those courts was extremely limited. For example, the presiding judge, and not the jury, determined whether the words used by the defendant possessed a seditious tendency and whether they were published with malice. 14 The jury merely found whether the defendant was a publisher of the words and whether the words expressed or implied such innuendo as the prosecutor alleged would make them seditious as a matter of law. With the role of the jury so slight, and that of the crown-favoring judges so great, publishers were at enormous risk. 14 The requirement of "malice," moreover, was in effect no requirement at all because judges routinely inferred malice from the mere nature of the defendant's statements.
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In Emergence, however, Levy notes that by the time Congress considered the Bill of Rights in I789, both legal practice and legal theory in the United States had undergone some degree of change. Juries were permitted a larger role and, indeed, jury nullification practices sometimes saved publishers who doubtless would have been convicted in a bench trial. Some jurisdictions also acknowledged the defense of truth. Accordingly, Levy notes that the freedom of speech and of the press defined by the first amendment may have absorbed these new limitations upon the law of seditious libel.15 Indeed, the major congressional action bearing on freedom of the press in the early years of the republic, the Sedition Act of I798, was quite in accord with these developments. 16 But in this slightly softened form -that is, softened from the original position in Legacy -Levy still concludes that the first amendment was adopted to co-exist with the common law legacy of seditious libel and did not represent its repudiation. Thus, although much more elaborate than Legacy, Emergence fundamentally reaffirms that work's skeptical first amendment thesis. At least it appears to do so when judged by the author's own expressed assessment of the times.17
Yet it is not clear to me that the whole of the book really supports this thesis. Some of the parts of Emergence are not altogether well accounted for in what we have thus far reviewed. Indeed, the sum of the work's parts is in many ways extremely different; it frankly does not support the existence of a wide-ranging power in Congress to regulate speech and the press. To the contrary, it suggests a decision on the part of the framers that Congress would have nothing to say in determining the latitude of speech or press in the United States. Thus, in significant respects Emergence provides a thesis set against itself -a thesis at odds with a weak view of the first amendment. To see how this may be so, we need to begin again. 1 Levy terms these limitations "Zengerian principles" (p. 2I9), a nice turn of phrase that pays tribute to the impact of the jury's decision to acquit Peter Zenger in I735, despite apparently incontrovertible evidence and a straightforward instruction from the judge concerning the applicable law of seditious libel. The case is well presented at pp. 37-44.
It should be noted, however, that Professor Levy retains some doubts about whether the first amendment incorporated these changes in the common law of seditious libel (pp. 274-77). The reason for his uncertainty lies in the words of the first amendment; the amendment applies to "Congress," but not necessarily to judge-made federal common law. 16 Levy suggests that the Sedition Act "incorporated everything that the libertarians had demanded: a requirement that criminal intent be shown; the power of the jury to decide whether the accused's statement was libelous as a matter of law as well as of fact; and truth as a defense, an innovation not accepted in England until I843" (p. 297).
17 "The thought and experience of a lifetime, indeed the taught traditions of law and politics extending back many generations, supplied an a priori belief that freedom of political discourse, however broadly conceived, stopped short of seditious libel" (p. 269).
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II. SECOND IMPRESSIONS
Laying Leonard Levy's book aside for a moment, I suppose it is true that, roughly speaking, there are two broad categories of theses about the relationship between the law of seditious libel and the framing of the first amendment. Within the first category are claims that the two subjects are directly connected -that the law of seditious libel figured prominently in the framing of the first amendment and that one of the amendment's principal objects was to settle whether seditious libel could be used as an instrument of national power. Within the second category, no such resolving claim is made. Rather, the claim is that the two subjects are only indirectly related, although related nonetheless. Under the latter supposition, the framers of the first amendment were not principally concerned with seditious libel, yet their determinations as set forth in the amendment have certain logical consequences with respect to a large number of subjects, including (but not limited to) seditious libel.
Based on first impressions, Leonard Levy's book might seem to support a thesis that would fall in the first category. Indeed, that is surely why Legacy initially provoked such a large number of deeply critical reviews -reviews dismayed by the thought that the crabbed Blackstonian view of a free press was congenial to the framers and was therefore preserved among the powers of Congress in the framing of the first amendment.
In the beginning of Emergence, Levy takes care to state that this is not in fact his contention. He sets before himself a much more limited task: the critical reexamination of the assertive affirmative thesis that "in both law and history ... it was the intent of the American Revolution or the Framers of the First Amendment to abolish the common law of seditious libel" (p. xii). That thesis is, of course, a "category one" kind of thesis -it asserts (or assumes) that the subject of seditious libel figured prominently in the framing of the first amendment and attempts to establish that the object of the amendment was to repudiate the common law legacy. In Emergence, Levy makes an extremely solid case that this thesis claims too much -that the "category one" libertarian claim is subject "to the Scottish verdict: not proven" (p. 269).
In the course of discharging what was at first a very limited burden, however, Levy seems to go far toward adopting the opposite view -that the framers of the first amendment intended to concede to Congress the power to enact legislation directed against the forms of speech included within the common law definition of seditious libel. At the end of Emergence, Levy -whose personal preference is for a first amendment worthy of some distinction -makes a suggestion that he thinks will save the amendment, but that itself implies the amendment meant to favor Congress. "What [the framers] said," Levy I 095 writes, "is far more important than what they meant. It is enough that they gave constitutional recognition to the principle of freedom of speech and press in unqualified and undefined terms" (p. 349). This advice is in fact very heavy, for it plainly asserts that there is a disparity between what the framers meant and what they said. Here, then, in the ultimate and penultimate sentences of his work, Levy tends to confirm his critics' description of what Leonard Levy thinks history really shows: that the relationship between seditious libel and the first amendment is indeed a "category one" kind of relationship, but that the framers of our first amendment meant to grant (rather than to deny) Congress a broad power to enact repressive legislation.
Perhaps that negative thesis is correct, but taken as an original thesis, with its own burden to carry, there is much reason to doubt it. 18 In fact, little evidence sustains it as an affirmative brief, and a great deal supports the view that it is false. What is more, Professor Levy himself furnishes much of the best evidence that it is false. It is for this reason that his book is more complicated than it first appears to be and, indeed, is a book that in some measure undermines its own thesis.
Leaning strongly against any claim of substantial power in Congress over the press are, first of all, the disclaimers of leading What the framers said is merely that "Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech or of the press." Who says these words "recognize" a "principle"? What principle is it? The amendment does not speak to the issue at all. It is utterly uninstructive on that point. The assertion mav be correct or it may be incorrect; nothing on the face of the amendment makes the one possibility more likely than the other. The appeal to "the principle" thus "recognized" is entirely circular.
The second assertion -that the first amendment speaks in "unqualified" terms -is most puzzling. Such freedom of speech and of the press as may be protected is not described by the first amendment in unqualified terms; rather it is described in circumscribing terms. "[T]he" freedom of speech (whatever that mav be) is protected, nothing more. The locution of the first amendment is thus not the locution of unqualified terms. Rather, the amendment seems to say that a certain freedom of speech ("the" freedom) is protected and that in regard to all else, Congress may do what it will. tional government, Wilson declared, would have "'no power whatsoever"' concerning the press (p. 270).19 And "'why declare that things shall not be done,"' Hamilton wrote, "'which there is no power to do?"' (p. 270). Indeed, Levy notes that "[o]nly after the new government had gone into operation and after the ratification of the First Amendment did many of the Framers and their associates begin to speak and act as if freedom of speech and press could be prosecuted in federal courts and be abridged by Congress as well" (p. 274) (emphasis added). The material scarcely supports the view that the framers intended to give Congress wide-ranging power to adopt the kind of legislation that the Sedition Act of I798 represents.
As Levy notes, it was only the Sedition Act of I798 that stimulated self-serving Federalist claims of congressional power over the press. He is surely correct in noting that the factional politics of the Act make it an "unreliable" (p. 282) and "untrustworthy" (p. 279 
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determination that the first amendment would prevent any significant congressional regulation of speech and the press. The evidence tends also to make credible the claim that the objections to the Sedition Act of I798 were not feigned or contrived, but genuine and profound. None of this material, on the other hand, provides any support whatever for the view that there was an acknowledged design to carry into the original Constitution, much less into the first amendment, a significant congressional power over the press. What in fact the evidence suggests most strongly is that the relationship between seditious libel and the first amendment was not a "category one" kind of relationship at all. At the time of the debate about the first amendment, the principal issue to be settled was quite different. It was the federalism issue: not what speech was worth protecting, but rather who, as between Congress and the state governments, would have definitive power over that subject. It is because of the way in which that question was settled that the first amendment debate was such a desultory affair. If it were agreed (as it was agreed) that the states would have virtually exclusive power over the entire subject, it is less to be wondered that the scope of "the freedom" itself went substantially unattended. No clash of libertarian and antilibertarian views took place, because the framers' sole concern was to secure the subject from Congress.
There was no speech or press crisis in I787 or I789 or I79I, when the first amendment was born. And as the "who" question appeared to be so congenially resolved, it is not odd that the answer to the "what" question was virtually subsumed in the answer to the "who" question: the freedom of the press would be whatever decentralized centers of power (the state governments) felt appropriate to allow, no matter what Congress might think, for it was Congress and its power, no one else's, that the amendment was designed to forestall. The scope of the first amendment must therefore be worked out in light of that understanding, rather than on the basis of some other view.
Professor Levy acknowledges the importance of the federalism issue, but then takes a wrong turn in suggesting how it plays out. After insisting that "we should recognize that the Framers cared less about giving unqualified immunity to all speech than they cared for states' rights" (p. 268),21 Levy proceeds at once to suggest that the scope of speech the states generally valued under their own laws would exhaust the scope of speech they would likewise wish to keep from Congress. Thus, immediately following his statement on the federalism issue, he tends to dismiss that issue's significance in the following remark: "The big question persists, however; even had Congress implies) what the framers would have understood by "freedom of speech and press" had they imposed "the same" restrictions on the states as they did impose on Congress. The framers were neither interested nor willing to limit the states' police powers by doing anything of the sort. Neither is the question how the framers would have defined freedom of speech and freedom of the press for the purpose of framing a separate amendment addressed only to the states, and not at all to Congress. Rather, the question is what they presumably meant to reserve for the states by denying to Congress a preemptive power to regulate differently, and that, one may suppose, would be virtually the entire field of speech, rather than simply soiae small, uncontroversial part of it.
The consequence of this view, which Professor Levy's evidence strongly supports, is that it does not require evidence of some prevailing eighteenth-century libertarianism for a fair-minded historian to regard the first amendment as nonetheless a massive and deliberate denial of power in Congress over speech and press. The question that Leonard Levy states was "the big question" -namely, how much speech and press actually to protect -was deliberately left to each state largely to settle for itself without any preemptive authority in Congress to impose its own will. The foremost concern of the first amendment, indeed its sole concern, was to keep such determinations from Congress.
In keeping with this understanding, it is conceivable that a few marginal measures might nonetheless be seen as sufferable for Congress to impose -for example, laws punishing acts of perjury in federal proceedings or laws forbidding false advertising in interstate trade -but assuredly nothing significantly beyond measures of such relatively trivial application or scope as these would represent. Anything more would seem entirely inconsistent with the basic thrust of the amendment, exactly as Madison had maintained. Accordingly, the federalism auspices of the first amendment provided their own foundation for the "checking function"22 view of the amendment, notwithstanding the outrage of the Sedition Act of I798 
III. FINAL IMPRESSIONS
The subject to which Professor Levy has devoted himself has been one of enormous contention from I798 (the date of the Sedition Act) to the present, and Levy's painstaking review is among the best that can be found. Overall, it is exceptionally clear-eyed, comprehensive, and perceptive. Indeed, in my own view it is the single best critical history of the first amendment that has been written. Until one has grappled with what Levy has to say on this subject, one can scarcely claim to know the subject at all. Emergence of a Free Press is indispensable reading for the serious student of free speech in America.
Of course, one might assert that books of this sort do not much matter except as a source of cultural interest -that the first amendment is what the judges say it is and that they are not bound (indeed, they seem scarcely inclined) to pay history any mind. Even if this assertion were wholly true, it would be no reason to forgo the experience of this book, which speaks so well to its subject and merits one's interest entirely for its own sake. More important, however, it is gross error to suppose that history does not matter. Indeed, it matters greatly.
Even granting the flexibility of constitutional construction, it is surely true that judges are human and will generally prefer to think that what they say is not a falsification of the document they are called upon to apply, but is at least in reasonably close keeping with its spirit. On this basis alone, history is scarcely avoidable. Unless one takes an interest in what the first amendment was meant to do, at least in a general way, one cannot know whether the interpretation one proposes to place upon the amendment comes reasonably close to the spirit of the thing. And once one does turn even a little in that direction that is, in the direction of this amendment, in this Constitution it is hard to lay aside one's inquiry until one feels one has indeed caught at least the essence of the thing itself.23
On the basis of Emergence, I think the essence of the first amendment was a resolve to cut Congress off from claims it might otherwise have made to regulate speech and press in America. The reason for this resolve may have had more to do with states' rights concerns than with libertarian concerns as such, but the end point was nonetheless the same. If this conclusion is true, then the logical consequence is that the amendment should probably be applied even more tightly by the courts than it traditionally has been, rather than more loosely as some judges are now inclined to do. The history Levy sets out thus does suggest an appropriate modern-day interpretation of the first amendment. His work thereby enriches our understanding not only of what we have been, but also of what we may yet become.
